In 1961, Yuri Gagarin piloted a spacecraft in humanity’s first manned space flight. A week later, Bell Aerosystems debuted a gas-powered rocket pack that could fly 35 meters in 13 seconds. Unfortunately, engineers knew this short flight was all the rocket pack could muster. So why was a massive spacecraft easier to send flying than a single pilot? Richard Browning and Debbie Browning investigate. [Check out the full lesson here](#).

**Dig Deeper**
- Yes, scientists are actually building an elevator to space
- The physics of surfing
- Turbulence: one of the great unsolved mysteries of physics

**Additional Resources**
Introducing TED-Ed en Español - If you’ve ever wanted access to our content in Spanish, you’re in luck! Twice a week we’re publishing TED-Ed animations in Spanish on our new channel. Lessons like [the benefits of a bilingual brain](#), and why some people are left-handed. [Subscribe to our channel](#) or share it with a Spanish-speaker or student in your life.
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**Public speaking can be hard—but it doesn’t have to be.** TED Masterclasses makes tackling big presentations that much easier.

**How to use TED-Ed (It’s more than just videos)**
- [How to use a TED-Ed lesson](#)
- [How to communicate in a TED Ed lesson](#)
- Managing your or your students’ TED Ed lessons

---

*“The art of teaching is the art of assisting discovery.”* — Mark Van Doren